Abstract. Some new oscillation criteria and discrete Kamenev-type oscillation criteria for hyperbolic nonlinear delay difference equations are obtained.
Introduction
Qualitative theory for discrete dynamics systems with one dimension, i.e., ordinary difference equations which parallels the qualitative theory of differential equations, has been investigated by several authors, see e.g., the monographs [1] , [2] and the references cited therein. On the other hand, the nonlinear discrete dynamics systems involving functions of two or more independent variables, i.e., partial difference equations (PDEs), are as important as difference equations, comparatively few papers have been devoted to the qualitative theory of their solutions, see, e.g., the review article of Zhang [18] . In fact, partial difference equations arise in the approximation of solutions of partial differential equations by finite difference methods, random walk problems, the study on molecular orbits, mathematical physics problems and other problems in population dynamics [3] - [6] . Hence, to further develop the qualitative theory of partial difference equations, in this paper we shall consider the following hyperbolic nonlinear delay difference equation (1.1) ^2(Pn^2ym,n) + qm,nf(yTn,n-a)
where {ym,"} = {ymi,m2 m,,"} which is defined in f2 x N"0, J = {1,2, Throughout this paper we consider a convex connected solid net fi, and assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
n=no yn (h2) qmtn e ft x Nno R + , qn = minm€n{<?m,n}, n€ N"0, {gn} has a positive subsequence; (h3) a e Ni and 7j € Ni, for j € J,
We write V 2 is the discrete Laplacian operator, which is defined by l V 2 ym-I,n+1 = E Amiymi,Tra2,...,mi_i,mi-i...,mi,ra+i) where A? is the partial ¿=1 difference operator of order two i.e., A 2 ym,n = Aj(A J/mi,m2,...,mi+l,...,mj,n -J/mi,m2,,..,mi,...,mi,n and A2î/m,n = Vm,n+1 - in fit xN no , in the sense that there does not exist n\ e N" 0 such that y m ,n > 0 or y m ,n < 0 for n 6 N ni . Our results can be considered as the discrete analogues of some results in [8] , [14] . To the best of our knowledge nothing is known up to now regarding the qualitative behavior of the IBVP (1.1), (B).
Main results
In this section we will establish some oscillation criteria for IBVP (1.1), (B). Before stating our main results we need the following: for j e J and n € N ni . From (h2) and by using the discrete Jensens's inequality, we have where A is the ordinary difference operator. In view of (h2), we have A(p n Ax n ) < -kq n x n -a < 0, n6N ni , and so {pnAxn} is nonincreasing sequence. We first show that pnAxn is positive. Indeed, since {q n } has a positive subsequence, then pnAxn is of constant sign. Suppose there exists an integer «2 > n\ such that pni Axm = c < 0 for n > ri2-Then pnAxn < c which implies that for all sufficiently large n. This is a contrary to (2.1). The proof is complete. In the following theorem, we give the discrete analogue of Theorem 2 in [8] , [14] . 
Then every solution of IBVP (1.1), (B) is oscillatory in Q, x Nno.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Assume that IBVP (B) has a nonoscillatory solution. Without loss of generality, we may assume that it has a positive solution in ii x Nno. Following the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have xn > 0, Axn > 0, A(pnAxn) < 0 for n > n\. Defining again {u;n} by (2.9) we have that wn > 0 and (2.13) By choosing the sequence {iim,n} in an appropriate manner, we can derive several oscillation criteria for the IBVP ( 
